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ABSTRACT: Magnetic resonance, relaxation, and dynamic parameters of polarons
and methanofullerene radical anions photoinduced in photovoltaic composites
formed by narrow-bandgap poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-(bithiophene)]
(F8T2), poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-4,7-bis(thiophen-2-yl)benzo-2,1,3-thiadia-
zole] (PFO−DBT), and poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-
thienyl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) copolymers as electron donors with
[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butanoic acid methyl ester (PC61BM) as electron acceptor were
comparatively studied by the direct light-induced electron paramagnetic resonance
(LEPR) spectroscopy in combination with spectral simulations in a wide temperature
range. A number of mobile polarons are captured by deep spin traps formed in bulk
heterojunctions due to their disorder. It was shown that the concentration, transport,
and recombination of photoinitiated charge carriers depend on the structure of the
copolymer matrix and the interaction between the other spin packets, as well as on the
number, spatial distribution, and energy depth of the spin traps. The recombination of
polarons and methanofullerene radical anions can be described in the framework of a second-order bimolecular process in the
F8T2:PC61BM and PFO−DBT:PC61BM composites and a first-order monomolecular process in the PCDTBT:PC61BM bulk
heterojunctions. The dependence of the ambipolarity of the copolymer matrix on the anisotropy of spin dynamics is shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fundamental and applied researches of processes involving
spin charge carriers in various molecular materials have been
accelerated in the past decade.1,2 This is due mainly to a
possible controlled reorientation of the precession of the
electronic spin, which should improve significantly the
functionality and efficiency of new molecular electronic and
spintronic devices.3 The electronics properties of such systems
are determined by the structure and morphology of their active
matrix, as well as by the spin state of the excitations initiated in
them. For example, it was proposed to use an organometallic
crystal as the active matrix of memory cells of increased
capacity, the layers of which are held by van der Waals forces.4

Information in such a system is planned to record by laser
excitation of sedentary interlayer excitons, whose electron and
hole are localized on adjacent layers of such molecular crystal.
Paramagnetic compounds are also very promising for use as an
active material of qubits of quantum computers. Operating
with at least a million qubits, such devices will be able to solve
a wide range of interdisciplinary problems. This would be
possible only by replacing superconducting qubits by cells with
controlled orientation of electronic spins.5 However, the
practical use of inorganic crystals is often fraught with
fundamental limitations on temperature, their bandgap width,
and architecture, and therefore, this requires further inves-
tigations. This has led to significant progress in the creation of
electronic devices based on bulk organic polymer and

copolymer composites with donor and acceptor subgroups.
In such systems, the energy of the initiating quanta is
conserved as charge-neutral molecular excitations, Frenkel
excitons, randomly moving in quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D)
chains and quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D) layers of the
polymer matrix. Since energy quanta in such structures are
absorbed simultaneously by many macromolecules, the
dynamics of the corresponding molecular excitation can
become coherent. This means that the energy absorbed by
such a system can be resonantly transferred to a distance of
hundreds of nanometers before exciton dissociation into
positive and negative charges. If the nearest macromolecule
is located further than this distance, such a process should be
accompanied by the irradiation of absorbed energy through
phosphorescence or luminescence. When such quasi-particle
encounters an electron acceptor, the probability of their
dissociation increases sharply. In this case, the electron passes
to the acceptor, and the hole remains in the donor phase. If the
energy of the donor’s lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) exceeds that of the acceptor, the separation of
oppositely charged charge carriers is significantly accelerated.6

In some cases, the direction of electron precession of the
resulting spin packets can become quantum entangled and
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therefore have different temperatures.7 Such a spin state can
lead to a change in the interaction of both spin reservoirs, the
entropy of the entire multispin system, and, finally, the time of
their longitudinal and transverse relaxation.
Earlier, poly(3-alkylthiophene) (P3AT) with different alkyl

derivatives and [6,6]-phenyl-Cx1-butanoic acid (PCx1BM, x =
6,7), carbon nanotubes, or graphene were more often used in
organic molecular electronic and photonic device prototypes as
electron as electron-donating and electron-accepting sub-
groups, respectively.8,9 Copolymers with a narrow bandgap
were appeared to be more stable and efficient matrix for such
purposes.10 The simplest of them is poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-
2,7-diyl)-alt-(bithiophene)] (F8T2) with fluorenyl and bithio-
phene subgroups as donor and acceptor subgroups, respec-
tively. Relatively low ability of acceptance of an electron by
bithiophene group caused direct photoinitiation of polarons on
chains of the F8T2:PC71BM composite backbone.11 Ambipolar
poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-4,7-bis(thiophen-2-yl)-
benzo-2,1,3-thiadiazole] (PFO−DBT) is more frequently used
as the active matrix in molecular electronics. It occurs mainly
because the adding of DBT subunits to the bithiophene groups
during the transition from F8T2 to PFO−DBT narrows the
bandgap of the latter matrix12 and increases the probability of
intramolecular charge hopping from the fluorene groups to
DBT subunits.13 Under illumination, the latter act as traps of
excitons that increases an ambipolarity of respective composite.
Intrachain energy transfer along the chains of PFO−DBT
becomes more effective in comparison with interchain charge
hopping, thereby considerably increasing efficiency of the
corresponding polymer photovoltaic and light-emitting devi-
ces.14 Significant improvement of electronic properties of
photovoltaic elements was reached when using in them
poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-thien-
yl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) with carbazole and
benzothiadiazole groups as electron donor and acceptor,
respectively.15 This allowed creating, e.g., 2.7-carbazole-based
copolymer solar batteries with the power conversion efficiency
more than 7%,16,17 and field transistors with mobility of charge
carriers near 17 cm2/(V s).18 A wide spatial delocalization of
excitons in such narrow-bandgap systems should result in
superfast charge separation. However, experimental data
indicated discrepancy of observed transfer rate of an electron
and too slow migration of an exciton. Therefore, the
assumption19,20 was made that the increased quantum yield
in the PCDTBT:PCx1BM and other similar nanocomposites
could be due to their layered morphology and reduced spin
delocalization over a polaron that decreases the probability of
charge recombination.
Excitation of electron−hole pairs by the polarized infrared

irradiation in an inorganic layered ordered lattice induces
reorientation of the photoexcited pseudospins for several
attoseconds.21 This effect can possibly be used for creation of
superfast computers with optical clock frequencies based on
the specified copolymer composites. Earlier it was shown4 that
illumination of inorganic bilayered ordered compounds
initiates the formation in their bulk of intralayered and
interlayered excitons. Both the charges of intralayered excitons
are formed in each layer of a composite while free electrons
and holes of interlayered excitons are located on its
neighboring layers. The assumption of a possibility of
formation of such excitons in the above mention Q2D organic
copolymer composites would be quite logical. In contrast to
inorganic systems, so organized compounds should be better

materials for molecular electronics, mainly due to their low
spin−orbit interactions and their ability to be integrated in
hybrid organic−inorganic devices.22−24 Charge separation in
the narrow-bandgap polymer systems happens mainly during
∼0.1 ns, therefore one may to expect that the excitation caused
by the π−π* interband transition reaches a border of a bulk
heterojunctions (BHJ) on which such separation is carried out
before it becomes spatially localized and collapsed into an
exciton. Therefore, neither diffusion process no binding energy
of excitons should not influence superfast charge transfer in
such systems. It has to be defined rather by an ambipolarity of
copolymer matrix whose acceptor group has a greater influence
on electronic, optical and electrochemical properties of such
compounds.25−27 This allows handling the main functional
properties of molecular devices by variation of structure of
acceptor group. Thus, in order to create molecular electronic,
spintronic, and photonic elements of a new generation it would
be important first to determine the influence of the structure,
morphology of the active matrix, and the spin state of
excitations on the electron-dynamic properties of polymer
systems. However, despite the high prospects of using
copolymer composites in molecular electronics, no exact
correlations of the structure and morphology of such
compounds with their basic electronic and energy properties
have been obtained yet.
The principal important is the fact that dissociation of

excitons leads to formation of two spin ensembles with
opposite charges, namely radical pairs in BHJ of copolymer
composites28,29 and/or biradicaloids in their ambipolar
matrices.30 The efficiency and functionality of the above
systems can be governed mainly by exchange interaction and a
recombination of free charge carriers formed in them. The
order of a recombination process depends on the main
parameters of spin traps formed in a system due to its
disordering. It can be defined from the analysis of delay of
paramagnetic susceptibility after switching off the initiating
irradiation.31,32 Different methods can be used for the study of
such organic systems, e.g., femtosecond time-resolved optically
detected11 and absorption-detected28 magnetic resonance
methods. However, they are indirect methods able only
register an effective concentration of the carriers formed in
result of their fast forward initiation and slow reversed
recombination upon continuous irradiation of respective
BHJ. It limits the use all the advantages of the method for
studying complex processes occurring in multispin polymer
systems necessary for creation of novel molecular elements.
Because the most charge carriers formed in organic semi-
conductors possess spin, their formation, dynamics, and
recombination become spin-dependent.28 This makes it
possible to handle the relaxation and electronic properties of
such systems by changing the state of their spin ensembles.
The spin nature of charge carriers formed in these systems
provides an unique opportunity to use the direct method of
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy for
detecting and detailed study of all spin-assisted processes
occurring in these compounds.28,33 Besides this, coherent
magnetic resonance control of spin states in organic systems
with spin charge carriers can significantly improve their
electronic parameters and create novel, more functional
molecular devices.
Organic systems are mainly studied by continuous wave

(cw) and various pulse (spin−echo, ENDOR, TRIPLE, etc.)
EPR techniques.34 The pulse methods are suitable to obtain
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spin distribution over topological centers exciting in such
objects under various physical influences. However, they often
provide ambiguous results concerning spin coupling, relaxa-
tion, and dynamics in some conjugated polymers35−37 and
polymer:fullerene composites.38,39 Some limitations can be
passed by the study of polymer systems at different frequencies
of spin precession and lowered temperatures.36,37,40 Because
the recording and interpretation of pulse EPR spectra requires
sophisticated technical equipment and a more advanced
theoretical background, direct cw EPR spectroscopy is widely
used for the study of spin ensembles in conjugated polymers
and their nanocomposites. The main significant advantages of
the cw EPR spectroscopy with respect to the pulse magnetic
resonance methods are the higher sensitivity to paramagnetic
species with different mobility in a wide range of electron
relaxation, spin precession frequency and temperature. So, the
light-induced cw EPR (LEPR) spectroscopy became one of the
most powerful method used for the study of all spin-assisted
processes carrying out in polymer:fullerene systems.28,41,42 It
was appeared to be able to detect directly all the stages of the
formation, motion and recombination of spin charge carriers.
Indeed, the number of photoinitiated quasi-pairs of charge

carriers can be determined by the “light on-light off” method
using comparison of EPR and LEPR spectra before and after
light illumination. Because both the polaron and the fullerene
radical anion possess the spin S = 1/2 and weakly anisotropic g-
factors, they demonstrate at the often-used X-band EPR partly
overlapping doublet of their contributions. This method was
used for the study of the main magnetic resonance parameters
of spin charge carriers photoinitiated in some organic polymer
and copolymer composites.20,30,43−49 A preliminary cw EPR
study of some copolymer composites50−54 allowed to
determine the main values of magnetic resonance parameters
of charge carriers and to identify some correlations of their
spin state and dynamic properties with the structure and
morphology of such systems. It was demonstrated the capture
of a part of mobile polarons by high-energetic spin traps
formed due to structural disordering of their matrices. The
number, spatial distribution, and energy depth of such traps
depend on the structure and morphology of the composites. A
sufficient dependence of the magnetic resonance, relaxation,
and dynamic parameters of spin charge carriers on their
number and exchange coupling, as well as on the energy of
initiating photons, was also shown.

Figure 1. X-band (9.7 GHz/340 mT) LEPR spectra of nanocomposites formed by the F8T2 (a), PFO−DBT (b), and PCDTBT (c) copolymers
with the PC61BM molecules and background initiated at T = 77 K by monochromatic light sources with different photon energy hνph normalized to
the luminous emittance of the light sources Il(solid lines) and their respective NIR−Vis−UV absorption spectra (dashed lines) obtained at T = 298
K. Left translucent filled lines show irradiation spectra of the light sources normalized to their luminous emittance Il. In the top, the structures of
copolymer:methanofullerene BHJ formed in respective nanocomposites are shown schematically. The transfer of an elementary negative charge
from copolymer chain to methanofullerene molecule accompanied by the formation on the former of polaron P+•(hole)with an elementary positive
charge and spin S = 1/2 is shown as well. The spin of is normally localized over a larger (n ≥ 3) number of copolymer monomers occupied by a
polaron than shown in the figure. The orientation of the principal axes of the polaron’s g-tensor is also given.
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In this paper, we report the results of a detailed comparative
cw LEPR study of the formation, relaxation, dynamics, and
recombination of charge carriers, photoinduced in the narrow-
bandgap F8T2:PC61BM, PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and
PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ. The use of the method in
combination with spectral simulations allowed us to obtain
the correlations of the magnetic, relaxation, dynamics, and
recombination parameters of spin charge carriers photo-
induced in these compounds with the structure of the
composites in a wide temperature range. The data obtained
were compared with those determined by the optical
absorption method.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Ingredients Used in Experiments. In the work,
poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-(bithiophene)] (F8T2)
manufactured by American Dye Source, Inc., USA, poly[2,7-
(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-4,7-bis(thiophen-2-yl)benzo-2,1,3-
thiadiazole] (PFO−DBT) distributed by Sigma-Aldrich, The
Netherlands, and poly[N-9′-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-
5,5-(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3′-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT)
distributed by Sigma-Aldrich, The Netherlands, were used as
electron donors. [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butanoic acid methyl ester
(PC61BM) distributed by Solenne BV, The Netherlands was
used as an electron acceptor. The chemical structures of these
components are shown schematically in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

2.2. Preparation of Copolymer:Methanofullerene
Composites. All the samples were prepared as following.
First 1.4 mg of each copolymer was dissolved in 1 mL of
dichlorobenzene, treated inside the 50 W ultrasonic cleaner
DADI DA-968 for 10 min, and heated for 30 min at T = 333 K
with the following ultrasonic treatment for 10 min until its
complete dilution. Then 5.6 mg of PC61BM was added into 1
mL of these so-treated solutions followed their heating for 2.5
h at T = 333 K and then held at room temperature for 20 h.
Finally, 30 μL of the resulting solutions were cast by 5 μL
drops into both sites of thin ceramic plate and dried until the
samples were formed as double-sided films of nearly 4 × 8
mm2 in size and nearly 0.1 mm in thickness. In order to avoid a
contact of the sample with the water and air, all manipulations
were performed in a dry inert atmosphere.

2.3. NIR−Vis−UV Absorption Spectra of Copolymer
Composites. Optical absorption spectra of the composites’
films were obtained by using spectrophotometer Specord-250
plus (Analytik Jena) at their scanning within the band 1.13−
6.53 eV (1100−190 nm) at T = 298 K. They are shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2. The composition and positions of the
spectral components were determined accurately by differ-
entiating the initial absorption spectra.

2.4. Photoinitiation of Spin Charge Carriers. The
samples were irradiated directly in the EPR cavity of the
spectrometer trough the quartz cylindrical light guide by 5 W

Figure 2. X-band (9.7 GHz/340 mT) LEPR spectra of charge carriers background initiated by achromatic, white light with CCT of Tc = 15000,
5500, and 3300 at 77 K in BHJ formed by the F8T2 (a), PFO−DBT (b), and PCDTBT (c) copolymers with the PC61BM molecules normalized to
the luminous emittance of the light sources Il (solid lines) and their respective NIR−Vis−UV absorption spectra (dashed lines) obtained at T =
298 K. By the dashed lines are shown theoretically calculated Lorentzian effective LEPR spectra and their contributions caused by localized
polarons Ploc

+• and highly mobilized radical pairs, Pmob
+• ↔ mFmob

−• well fitting the experimental LEPR spectra with the parameters presented in Table 1.
Left dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines show irradiation spectra of the light sources with CCT of Tc = 15000, 5500, and 3300 K, respectively,
normalized to their luminous emittance Il. In the top, the structures of copolymer:methanofullerene BHJ formed in respective nanocomposites are
shown schematically. The transfer of an elementary negative charge from copolymer chain to methanofullerene molecule accompanied by the
formation on the former of polaron P+•(hole) with an elementary positive charge and spin S = 1/2 is shown as well. The spin of is normally localized
over a larger (n ≥ 3) number of copolymer monomers occupied by a polaron than shown in the figure. The orientation of the principal axes of the
polaron’s g-tensor is also given.
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Luxeon LED monochromatic sources with the photon energy
hνph/wavelength λph/luminous emittance Il of 1.32 eV/940
nm/750 lx, 1.46 eV/850 nm/870 lx, 1.61 eV/770 nm/1160 lx,
1.88 eV/660 nm/1950 lx, 1.97 eV/630 nm/1110 lx, 2.10 eV/
590 nm/450 lx, 2.34 eV/530 nm/960 lx, 2.48 eV/500 nm/
1500 lx, 2.64 eV/470 nm/2450 lx, 2.95 eV/420 nm/1520 lx,
and 3.14 eV/395 nm/630 lx as well as achromatic, white
sources with the correlated color temperature (CCT) of Tc =
15000, 5500, and 3300 K and luminous emittance Il = 3020,
4000, and 2480 lx, respectively. The Il values of the sources
were determined using the IMO-2N broadband bolometric
light emission power meter and LX-1010BS digital luxmeter
and were used to further normalize the number of spins
photoinitiated in the samples under study.
2.5. LEPR Spectra Measurements and Processing. CW

EPR measurements were performed using X-band (3 cm, 9.7
GHz) PS-100.X spectrometer with a maximum microwave
power of 150 mW and 100 kHz synchronous/phase detection.
Dark and photoinduced EPR spectra of the copolymer:metha-
nofullerene nanocomposites were obtained at 77 K when they
were inserted into a quartz Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen
and placed into the EPR spectrometer cavity. For EPR
measurements at higher temperatures (T = 90−320 K), the
samples were situated in a quartz flow Dewar cell in a stream of
dry nitrogen, whose temperature was stabilized by the BRT
SKB IOC controller, equipped with a platinum temperature
sensor Pt100. The signal-to-noise ratio of signals was improved
by its accumulation during multiple scanning of the EPR
spectra. The processing and simulation of the spectra were
performed using the EasySpin and OriginLab programs. The
relative concentrations of both the spin charge carriers
stabilized in darkened and illuminated samples were
determined separately from the comparison of EPR and
LEPR spectra registered far from their microwave saturation
(the “light on-light off” method) followed by their
deconvolution, as described earlier.20,44,47 Lande ́ g-factor of
spin charge carriers was determined using the N,N-diphenyl-
N′-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) standard with g = 2.0036 ±
0.0002.55 The accuracy of estimating the intensity I, g-factor
of the line and the distance between its positive and negative
spectral peaks ΔBpp was determined to be 1.5%, ±2 × 10−4 and
±(1−4) × 10−3 mT, respectively. The times of spin−lattice T1
and spin−spin T2 relaxation of spin ensembles were
determined using the steady-state microwave saturation
method,56 adapted for the study of spin pairs photoinitiated
in organic polymer:fullerene nanocomposites.57

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. NIR−Vis−UV Absorption Spectra of Copolymer

Composites. Normally, optics absorption spectra of the
narrow-band composites consist of the visible Q-band
contribution due to copolymer and the Soret (B-band)
contribution due to the presence in the composite of the
fullerene globes.14,58 Q-band term is originated by the π−π*
transition between respective bonding and antibonding
molecular orbitals of respective polymer.59,60 Intra- and
intermolecular interactions in the composites split these
contributions into two and three components, respectively.
The splitting of both the spectral components can also be due
to interactions of respective subunits with own microenviron-
ment.
The F8T2:PC6 1BM, PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and

PCDTBT:PC61BM composites demonstrate triple B-band

spectra registered at 339, 268, 218 nm (3.66, 4.63, 5.69 eV);
338, 268, 219 nm (3.67, 4.63, 5.66 eV); and 339, 269, 221 nm
(3.66, 4.61, 5.61 eV), respectively (shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 without the both highest energetic peaks). These
values lie near 329, 257, and 213 nm (3.77, 4.82, and 5.82 eV),
obtained for the pure C60 molecules.61 The Q-band
contribution of the F8T2:PC61BM composite consists of two
peaks registered at 496 and 461 nm (2.50 and 2.69 eV) which
lie near those obtained for analogous systems.11,62 Unlike the
F8T2:PC61BM compound, the PFO−DBT:PC61BM compo-
site demonstrates two Q-band double lines (Figure 2). Their
terms recorded at 608 and 571 nm (2.04 and 2.17 eV) as well
as 415 and 397 nm (2.99 and 3.12 eV) can be attributed to the
benzothiadiazole and fluorine subunits, respectively.63,64 The
absorption spectrum of the PCDTBT:PC61BM film is generally
similar to that of the PFO−DBT:PC61BM composite. Its
PCDTBT content is characterized by two Q-band double lines,
registered at 610 and 569 nm (2.03 and 2.18 eV) as well as 416
and 397 nm (2.98 and 3.12 eV). They can be attributed to the
benzothiadiazole and carbazole subunits, respectively.65,66

Analysis of the results obtained allows us to expect an
increase in the structural ordering and ambipolarity in the
F8T2 → PFO−DBT → PCDTBT series, which determine the
electronic properties of the corresponding of narrow-bandgap
copolymer composites.

3.2. LEPR Spectra Composition and Magnetic
Resonance Parameters. Figure 1 shows the LEPR spectra
of paramagnetic centers photoinduced in the F8T2:PC61BM,
PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and PCDTBT:PC61BM composites by
monochrome light sources of different photon energies. LEPR
spectra of these samples registered upon their irradiation by
white light sources with correlated color temperatures, Tc =
15000, 5500, and 3300 K are shown in Figure 2. As in the case
of other similar compounds,47,49 the low-field and high-field
components of these spectra were assigned to polarons P+

formed on the copolymer chains, as well as to the
methanofullerene radical anions mF−•, situated between the
corresponding macromolecules, respectively. It can be seen
from the Figures that the relative contributions of these charge
carriers are determined by the structure of the compounds, as
well as by the luminancem Il, and CCT, Tc, of the light sources.
Previously, it was shown51−54 that the shape and intensity of

the LEPR spectra of organic photovoltaic systems depend also
on the energy of the initiating photons and on the properties of
the radical microenvironment. Some charge carriers may be
captured by deep spin traps formed in organic composites due
to the disordering of their polymer matrices. When a
composite is irradiated with photons of certain energy, some
deeply trapped polarons can be released, so then the number of
mobile carriers should be increased. This leads to variations in
the spin composition, effective paramagnetic susceptibility, and
interaction between spin ensembles in such systems. An
exchange coupling of the mobile and trapped charge carriers
changes additionally the total paramagnetic susceptibility of
the systems and, therefore, their spin-dependent magnetic
resonance, relaxation, and dynamic parameters. Normally,
polarons stabilized and/or initiated in conjugated polymers
demonstrate a weak anisotropy of their g-factor.47,49 Since spin
charge carriers in photovoltaic systems are also characterized
by a weak anisotropy of their magnetic parameters,48 their
effective LEPR spectra should also be changed by the capture
of a part of charge carriers by deep spin traps. Besides, in some
cases, polarons can combine to form interchain pairs of mobile
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diamagnetic Pmob
+• ↔ Pmob

+• or localized paramagnetic Ploc
−• ↔ Ploc

+•

bipolarons with equal g-factors.67,68 Therefore, to determine
correctly the composition, magnetic, and dynamic parameters
of all paramagnetic centers, photoinitiated in the composites
under study, as well as to analyze changes in these parameters
due to the influence of various factors, their effective LEPR
spectra should be deconvoluted as in the case of other similar
systems.44,47−49 This procedure allowed us to obtain separately
the main magnetic resonance parameters of all spin packets
and analyze their dependence, for example, on the properties
of the samples during their irradiation and/or heating.
Figure 2 depicts the total LEPR spectra and their terms due

to the polarons captured by spin traps Ploc
+• and also pairs of

mobile charge carriers, Pmob
+• ↔ mFmob

−• in the samples
illuminated by white light with the CCT of Tc = 5500 K.
The fitting of effective spectra showed the absence in all
composites of methanofullerene radical anions mFloc

−•, which
presents in some other polymer:fullerene composites.47 This
may be evidence of the formation of a smaller number of deep
spin traps in the more structured composites studied. The
isotropic Lande ́ g-factor of methanofullerene radical ions was
determined to be giso

mF = 1.99989 that corresponds to giso
mF =

1.99948
44 and giso

mF= 1.99987,
20,48 determined at millimeter (ωe/

2π = 130 GHz) waveband EPR. The isotropic g-factors of
polarons photoinitiated by white light in the F8T2:PC61BM,
PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and PCDTBT:PC61BM composites are
summarized in Table 1. These values correspond to giso

P =
2.00247−2.00330, obtained for polaronic charge carriers in
similar photovoltaic systems.20,47,48

3.3. Spin Susceptibility. It was shown previously51−53 that
the number and composition of the spin charge carriers,
formed in F8T2:PC61BM, PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and
PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ as a result of exciton dissociation
are determined by their structure as well as by the density and
the energy of the initiating light photons. Some mobile spin
charge carriers are separated in these BHJ, leave them, and
reach the corresponding electrodes, while their other part
tends to recombine. This causes the simultaneous occurrence
at the phase boundary of two oppositely directed processes of
the appearance and pairing of spins. The balance of such
processes depends on the spatial density and energy depth of
the spin traps formed in disordered polymer matrices and

determines the number of spin charge carriers able to reach the
electrodes. It is proportional to the ratio of mobile charge
carriers and their part captured by spin traps, nmob

P /nloc
P or nmob

mF /
nloc
P . This concentration ratio is frequency-dependent. The
probability of an interaction between individual spin ensembles
i n a n o r d e r e d s y s t e m f o l l o w s t h e l a w
p M M2 exp( /8 )cr 2 e

2 2
2π π= −ω , where M2 is second mo-

ment of a spectrum. At the high ωe, spin−spin interaction
decreases strongly, spin ensembles become noninteracting and
therefore can be saturated at lower amplitude of the magnetic
term B1 of microwave polarizing field. Indeed, the analysis of
the data obtained by multifrequency LEPR study, e.g., of the
P3HT:PC61BM BHJ,20,43,69,70 showed that such effect forces
the above concentration ratio to follow the law nmob

P /nloc
P =

nmob
mF /nloc

P = 9.52 × 10−5 k kexp( /8 )2 e
2 2

2−ω π with k2 = 1.19 ×
109 s−2. This parameter seems quite obvious to be governed
also by spin interaction with the lattice phonons.
Figure 3 depicts the temperature dependences of the

number of localized polarons Ploc
+•, mobile methanofullerene

radical anions mFmob
−• (inset), and also the ratio of their

concentrations, nmob
mF /nloc

P , photoinitiated in the composites
under study by photons of white light with CCT of 5500 K.
From the figure it can be seen that the number of polarons
captured by spin traps in the F8T2:PC61BM and
PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ varies little with temperature. On
the other hand, these centers photoinduced in the PFO−
DBT:PC61BM BHJ demonstrate an extreme temperature
dependence with a characteristic point around T ≈ 120 K.
As in the case of other polymer systems, this dependence can
be caused by a collective change in the diffusion rate of spin
charge carriers, by their coupling with other spin packets, and
also by the dissociation of some diamagnetic bipolarons into
polaron pairs.68,71,72 The possible capture of a part of polarons
by spin traps and the release of their parts under the light
illumination51−54 should also be taken into account. The data
obtained show that as the composites are heated up to the
above characteristic temperature, the number of mobile charge
carriers, as well as the corresponding parameter nmob

mF /nloc
P

decreases significantly, possible due to the acceleration of
recombination of mobile charge carriers. However, it should be
noted a larger concentration of mobile charge carriers

Table 1. Isotropic g-Factor of Polarons giso
P , Peak-to-Peak Line Width of Polarons ΔBpp

P and Methanofullerene Radical Anions
ΔBpp

mF, Concentration Ratio of Mobile Methanofullerene Radical Anions to That of Localized Polarons nmob
mF /nloc

P , Spin−Lattice
and Spin−Spin Relaxation Times of Polarons, T1

P and T2
P, Respectively, Methanofullerene, T1

mFand T2
mF, Respectively, Evaluated

from Their LEPR Lineshapes, Coefficients of Polaron Diffusion along, D1D
P , and Between, D3D

P , Copolymer Chains, and
Methanofullerene Libration Dynamics near the Main Molecular Axis Dlb

mF, Determined under Continual Illumination of the
Composites by Achromatic, White Light with Different Correlated Color Temperature, Tc at T = 77 K

F8T2:PC61BM PFO−DBT:PC61BM PCDTBT:PC61BM

parameter Tc = 15000 K Tc = 5500 K Tc = 3300 K Tc = 15000 K Tc = 5500 K Tc = 3300 K Tc = 15000 K Tc = 5500 K Tc = 3300 K

giso
P 2.00222 2.00227 2.00234 2.00226 2.00237 2.00228 2.00207 2.00209 2.00205
ΔBpp

P , mT 0.289 0.297 0.317 0.217 0.218 0.228 0.210 0.205 0.208
ΔBpp

mF, mT 0.103 0.107 0.105 0.124 0.132 0.125 0.125 0.140 0.129
nmob
mF /nloc

P 0.113 0.097 0.077 0.731 0.924 0.555 0.469 1.010 0.715
T1
P, s 1.37 × 10−6 8.46 × 10−7 1.23 × 10−6 1.32 × 10−6 2.45 × 10−6 1.46 × 10−6 2.08 × 10−6 7.53 × 10−7 2.04 × 10−6

T2
P, s 2.27 × 10−8 2.21 × 10−8 2.07 × 10−8 3.02 × 10−8 3.01 × 10−8 2.88 × 10−8 3.12 × 10−8 3.19 × 10−8 3.15 × 10−8

T1
mF, s 1.04 × 10−6 6.33 × 10−7 1.03 × 10−6 5.92 × 10−7 7.41 × 10−7 5.23 × 10−7 1.11 × 10−6 4.37 × 10−7 4.35 × 10−7

T2
mF, s 6.35 × 10−8 6.13 × 10−8 6.26 × 10−8 5.29 × 10−8 4.99 × 10−8 5.27 × 10−6 5.25 × 10−8 4.68 × 10−8 5.08 × 10−8

D1D
P , rad/s 6.20 × 1011 2.93 × 1011 4.99 × 1011 1.20 × 1012 4.69 × 1012 1.37 × 1012 2.74 × 1012 4.51 × 1011 2.84 × 1012

D3D
P , rad/s 2.68 × 106 6.75 × 106 2.77 × 106 5.18 × 106 1.47 × 106 3.79 × 106 2.21 × 106 1.83 × 107 2.32 × 106

Dlb
mF, rad/s 7.24 × 1010 1.03 × 1011 1.23 × 1011 2.96 × 1010 1.63 × 1010 4.59 × 1010 1.94 × 1010 2.68 × 1010 4.94 × 1010
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photoinduced in the PCDTBT:PC61BM composite in the
entire temperature range (see Figure 3). This may be due to
the better ordering of its copolymer matrix and a more optimal
mechanism of the dissociation of the initial excitons into free
charge carriers.15,73

3.4. Recombination of Spin Charge Carriers. When the
lighting is turned off, the spin charge carriers begin to
recombine, which leads to a decrease in their concentration
and the intensity of appropriate LEPR spectrum. This process
should depend on the structure, morphology, and ordering of a
composite, as well as on the dynamics and spin state of
photoinitiated charge carriers. The simplest first-order
mechanism is characteristic of recombination of radical pairs
formed from the initial unseparated excitons. If a polaron with
the positive charge leaves such a pair, it will be able to
recombine with are mote methanofullerene radical anion
located between the copolymer layers. If the fullerene radical
anion does not interact with the encountered polaron, the
duration of their collisions should be determined by the
dynamics of the latter. Such a recombination process becomes
bimolecular and should follow a second order. This parameter
obtained for the F8T2:PC61BM, PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and
PCDTBT:PC61BM composites appeared to be 2.23, 2.25, and
1.23, respectively.51−54 The key role in recombination of spin
charge carriers should play their dynamics and exchange
interaction, as well as the formation of spin traps in copolymer
backbone. So, a different mechanism of charge recombination
may indicate a difference not only in their structural ordering
but also in spatial distribution and energetic depth of the spin
traps in these systems. In this case, the polaron can either be
captured by a vacant trap or recombine with the nearest
oppositely charged radical anion. Multiple sequent captures
and releases of polarons reduce their energy, which finally leads
to their localization in the deepest spin traps and,
consequently, to an increase in the concentration of localized
carriers over time. The recombination of spin charge carriers in

a polymer system with energetically different spin traps should
follow the law31

n t
n

t
( ) (1 )

sin( )0

dπ δ ν
π

=
ϵ + ϵ

ϵ
−ϵ

(1)

where ϵ = kBT/E0, kB is Boltzmann constant, E0 is distribution
of the trap energy, δ is the γ function, and νd is the attempt
jump frequency for polaron detrapping.
The fitting of the effective LEPR spectra shown in Figure 2

allowed us to analyze separately decay processes of both spin
charge carriers photoinitiated in the polymer system under
study. Figure 4 shows the decries in an initial concentrations of

both charge carriers photoinitiated in the composites under
study once the white light source with a CCT of 5500 K was
turned off. It is seen from Figure 4, that the experimental data
obtained for the F8T2:PC61BM, PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and
PCDTBT:PC61BM composites can be well fitted by 1 with E0

P

= 0.0491 and E0
mF = 0.0132 eV, E0

P = 0.0106 and E0
mF = 0.0102

eV, and E0
P = 0.0277 and E0

mF= 0.0046 eV, respectively. Some
deviation in the fitting made for polaron decay in the former
composite can occur due to the possible prevalence in
experimental dependence of the persistent component over
the prompt one observed in other polymer:fullerene
composites.67 It is also seen from the analysis of the data
that the E0

mF parameter decreased monotonically at the
replacement of the F8T2 backbone by the PFO−DBT one
and then by the PCDTBT matrix. At these serial transitions,
the E0

P parameter first decreases significantly, and then
increases almost to its initial value. Such a variation occurs
antibathically with a change in the anisotropy of the polaron
dynamics described below. Thus, the recombination of long-
lived localized polarons Ploc

+• and mobile methanofullerene
radical anions mFmob

−• formed from the initial excitons can
indeed be described within the framework of the above model
that properly takes into account the number, energy depth, and

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the number of localized Ploc
+•

polarons and mobile methanofullerene radical anions mFmob
−• (filled

and open points, respectively, in the inset), induced in the
F8T2:PC61BM (1), PFO−DBT:PC61BM (2), and PCDTBT:PC61BM
(3) composites by achromatic/white light source with the color
temperature Tc = 5500 K as well as the ratio of their concentrations,
nmob
mF /nloc

P . The lines are drawn arbitrarily only for illustration to guide
the eye.

Figure 4. Dependences of the decay of the polaron and
methanofullerene charge carriers initiated in the F8T2:PC61BM (1),
PFO−DBT:PC61BM (2), and PCDTBT:PC61BM (3) composites by
an achromatic, white light source with CCT of Tc = 5500 K at T = 77
K. Dashed lines show the dependences calculated from 1 with
respective E0

P and E0
mF values presented in Table 1. The data obtained

are normalized to the concentration of mobile methanofullerene
radical anions.
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spatial distribution of spin traps formed in disordered
copolymer backbone.
3.5. LEPR Line Width. The shape and width of the LEPR

line are the other important parameters reflecting the spin-
assisted processes occurring in polymer systems.28 They reflect
the interaction between spin ensembles and their distribution
in the composite bulk, which should be taken into account
when analyzing their spectral lines. Regular or chaotic
distribution of the spins in a solids causes a Gaussian or
Lorentzian line shape, respectively, and an additional line
broadening proportional to their concentration n.74 The
interaction between different spin packets in real systems
initiates the appearance of a more complex line with the
superposition/convolution of the Lorentzian and Gaussian
distribution functions. For example, Gaussian contribution in
LEPR spectra of structurally close organic composites can be
increased due to a hyperfine interaction of photoinitiated spin
charge carriers with own microenvironment.48 So, from the
analysis of experimental LEPR spectra, one can estimate the
composition, spatial distribution, and local concentration of
spins in the system under study. Earlier, it was shown47,48 that
the spectral components of paramagnetic centers stabilized in
conjugated polymers and/or photoinitiated in their composites
can be additionally broadened due to the weak anisotropy of
the g-factor of spin charge carriers chaotically distributed in
their bulk. The spectra of these systems can be also broadened
due to the exchange coupling of polarons diffusing along
polymer chains with immobilized spin charge carriers. Such
effect was found in the study of various conjugated
polymer75−82 and polymer:fullerene47,49,83−85 multispin nano-
composites. In this case, the probability of collision of
paramagnetic centers with the equal spins S = 1/2 should be
determined by their spatial distribution and diffusion rate of
polarons along the polymer chains,75,86

p
1
2 1ss

2

2= × α
+ α (2)

where α = 3JexL
2/2ℏωhop, Jex is the constant of spin exchange

interaction, L is a number of copolymer units along which a
polaron spin is delocalized, ℏ = h/2π is the Planck quantum
constant, and ωhop = ωhop

0 exp(Ea/kBT) is the rate of spin Q1D
hopping along polymer chain with the activation energy Ea.
The spin delocalization factor L was determined to be 14−15
C−C units in trans-polyacetylene,87,88 10−13 thiophene rings
in regioregular P3AT,43,89,90 6 pyrrole rings in polypyrrole,91

8−10 units in poly[2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-
phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV),43 8−9 units in poly[2,5-
dimethoxy-1,4-phenylene-1,2-ethenylene-2-methoxy-5-(2-
ethylhexyloxy)(1,4-phenylene-1,2-ethenylene)] (M3EH-
PPV),92 and 3 units in PCDTBT.20,48 The latter value was
used for interpretation of spin coupling and dynamics in the
copolymer composites under study. In this case, the line
broadening should follow the law75,86

p n( ) jss hopδ Δω = ω (3)

where nj is the number of counter spins per each copolymer
unit. The exchange interaction of charge carriers in various
multispin systems can vary over a wide range. In the case of a
weak/strong spin exchange, an increase in the Q1D mobility of
the polarons should lead to a decrease/increase in the rate of
radical exchange and to a respective narrowing/broadening of
the signal line. This often initiates extreme changes in spin-

dependent processes occurring in polymer semiconductors and
their composites.47,79,80

In Figure 5 are shown the temperature dependences of line
widths of the polarons, ΔBpp

P , and methanofullerene radical

anions, ΔBpp
mF, photoinitiated in BHJ of the studied composites

with achromatic, white light with a CCT of 5500 K. The data
presented in the Figure evidence that the ΔBpp

mF value
determined for all the composites, varies little over the entire
temperature range. This conclusion is also valid for polarons
photoinitiated in the F8T2:PC61BM and PCDTBT:PC61BM
systems. At the same time, polarons photoinitiated in the
PFO−DBT:PC61BM composite are characterized by an
extreme change in the corresponding parameter ΔBpp

P with a
characteristic temperature Tc ≈ 120 K. Such an effect can be
due to a stronger exchange of polarons diffusing with energy
activation E0 = 0.0428 eV, with other paramagnetic centers due
to specific structural and morphological features of this sample.
The additional broadening of the LEPR spectra due to spin
relaxation and diffusion is discussed below.

3.6. Spin Relaxation and Dynamics. Spin relaxation is
one more important parameter reflecting all spin-assisted
processes occurring in the systems under study. Analyzing
parameters of such process, it become possible to clear the
interaction of a solitary charge carriers with own micro-
environment and other spin ensembles which can change the
direction of spin precession during the characteristic times of
spin−lattice and spin−spin relaxation, T1 and T2, respectively.
When the magnetic term B1 of microwave field reaches a

certain critical value in the EPR cavity, spectral lines of spin
reservoirs begin to broaden and to increase nonlinearly with B1
due to their steady-state microwave saturation,57 as happens in
the other solids.56 At first, this effect is registered in the low-
field contribution of polarons captured by deep traps and then
in the spectrum attributed to the methanofullerene radical
anions. The difference in microwave saturation and in g-factors
of the polymer and fullerene moiety allows separately
determining their effective relaxation parameters. Earlier, it

Figure 5. Temperature dependences of the peak-to peak line width of
polarons ΔBpp

P and methanofullerene radical anions ΔBpp
mF (filled and

open triangles, respectively) photoinitiated in the F8T2:PC61BM (1),
PFO−DBT:PC61BM (2), and PCDTBT:PC61BM (3) composites by
by achromatic, white light source with CCT of Tc = 5500 K. The
dashed line shows the dependence calculated from 2 with ωhop

0 = 1.1
× 108 s−1 and E0 = 0.0428 eV.
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was shown51−54 that these parameters of both charge carriers
depend not only on the structure of a copolymer composite
but also on the energy of the initiated photons hνph. They
should also reflect spin interaction with other spin ensembles
and environmental lattice phonons.
Temperature dependences of relaxation times determined

for the polarons and methanofullerene radical anions upon
steady-state illumination of the composites under study are
shown in Figure 6. It is seen from the figure that the spin−spin

relaxation time of both the charge carriers in all the systems are
characterized by weak temperature dependences. On the other
hand, the polarons demonstrate more complex dependences
and besides T1 obtained for these charge carriers exceeds that
determined for the opposite ones in all composites studied.
This cannot be originated from electron-transfer mechanism.
Boltzmann distribution of phonons responsible for the spin−
lattice relaxation cannot be too different in both spin charge
carriers because both moieties consist of unsaturated carbon−
carbon backbone with similar vibrational energies, so then an
effective lattice temperature for both the spin ensembles is
expected to be quite similar in such composites.67 We can
assume the change in morphology of the sample upon its
heating. This changes the coupling and, consequently, effective
electron relaxation of spin packets photoinitiated in the
sample.47,49 Respective parameters obtained for the samples
under study irradiation by white light with different CCT are
also summarized in Table 1.
The spin−lattice relaxation of both charge carriers photo-

induced in the F8T2:PC61BM composite varies antibathically
with a temperature with characteristic points near 110 and 180
K. The same parameters, obtained for the PFO−DBT:PC61BM
and PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ, mostly monotonously decrease
with their heating. Such a difference can be explained by the
proximity of the structures of the PFO−DBT:PC61BM and
PCDTBT:PC61BM composites, as well as their greater
ambipolarity compared with the F8T2:PC61BM one. This

indicates that the variation in spin relaxation obtained for these
systems are definitely originated from their ordered/disordered
morphology balance in parallel with the interaction of charge
carriers with different spin packets and their microenviron-
ment. Besides this, an exchange interaction between these spin
ensembles is modulated by spin−orbit coupling that depends
on a sufficient density of vibrational and rotational states.93

This accelerates electron relaxation of all spins stabilized or/
and initiated in the system. Because the relaxation times have
been measured over a wide temperature range, multiple
relaxation mechanisms may simulate the data equally well. In
order to distinguish between relaxation mechanisms, multi-
frequency EPR measurements may be appeared to be more
efficient.93 All the relaxation parameters obtained for all the
composites under study are close to those determined by the
cw EPR method for various conjugated polymers36,37,94 and
polymer:fullerene nanocomposites.47,49

Since the charge in the studied systems is transferred by spin
carriers, the dimensionality of the system, as well as the
number and diffusion rate of such carriers, has a significant
impact on their relaxation times. Dissociation of the original
excitons in Q1D polymer:fullerene systems first leads to the
formation of radical pairs Pmob

+• ↔ mFmob
−• . Part of these charge

carriers fall into deep spin traps formed in the polymer matrix
due to its disordering. The remaining carriers transfer charge
along the polymer chains and between the polymer chains with
diffusion coefficients D1D

P and D3D
P , respectively. The moving

polarons induce at the location of other spin ensembles an
additional magnetic field, which accelerates the electron and
nuclear relaxation of the entire system. This is also facilitated
by the libration dynamics of the fullerene radical anions with a
correlation time τc. Taking into account the predominance of
the dipole−dipole interaction between spins in organic
conjugated polymers and their composites,36,37,94,95 the
dynamic parameters of both spin charge carriers in the
copolymer composites studied can be separately determined
from the following equations:96

T J J( ) 2 ( ) 8 (2 )1
1 2

e eω = ⟨ω ⟩[ ω + ω ]−
(4)

T J J J( ) 3 (0) 5 ( ) 2 (2 )2
1 2

e eω = ⟨ω ⟩[ + ω + ω ]−
(5)

where S S n( 1) ij
2 1

10 e
4 2⟨ω ⟩ = γ ℏ + Σ is the constant of dipole

spin interaction in powder sample with the total sum
concentration n = n1 + n2/√2 of the localized (n1) and
mobile (n2) spins per each copolymer unit, γe is the
gyromagnetic ratio for an electron, Σij is the lattice sum for
powder, J(ωe) = (2D1D

| ωe)
−1/2 at D1D ≫ ωe ≫ D3D

P or J(0) =
(2D1D

| D3D
P )−1/2 at D1D ≫ ωe is a spectral density function for

Q1D motion, and D1D
| = 4D1D

P /L2.36,37,97 Spin librations with
correlation time τc are characterized by the another spectral
density function J(ωe) = 2τc/(1 + τc

2ωe
2).

The above spin dynamics parameters obtained for both the
charge carriers photoinduced the F8T2:PC61BM, PFO−
DBT:PC61BM, PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ irradiation by achro-
matic light sources with different CCT at T = 77 K are
presented in Table 1. Figure 7 shows how these parameters
determined at CCT 5500 K change with the temperature. The
data presented show that the rate of interchain charge transfer
in the former system is weakly dependent on temperature,
however, changes extremely at T ≈ 145 K. The mobility of
polarons along the chains of this composite also increases with
the temperature, demonstrating extremity at T ≈ 120 K. On

Figure 6. Temperature dependences of spin−lattice, T1, and spin−
spin, T2, relaxation times of polarons P+• (filled and open points,
respectively) and methanofullerene radical anions mF−• (semifilled
and crossed points, respectively) initiated in the F8T2:PC61BM (1),
PFO−DBT:PC61BM (2), and PCDTBT:PC61BM (3) composites by
achromatic white light sources with CCT of Tc = 5500 K. The error
does not exceed the area of experimental points. The dashed lines are
drawn arbitrarily only for illustration to guide the eye.
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the other hand, the D3D
P parameter of the PFO−DBT:PC61BM

and PCDTBT:PC61BM composites monotonically increases
with their heating (see Figure 7). Besides, the coefficient D1D

P

of polarons diffusing in these compounds also changes
extremely at this temperature. Such dependences can be
explained by the transition between ordered/crystalline and
disordered/amorphous phases normally formed in conjugated
polymers,98 which changes their dimensionality, dynamics, and
exchange coupling of charge carriers. The difference in the
course of temperature dependences might indicate an increase
in the ordering and effective dimensionality of the matrices of
the compounds studied in the series F8T2:PC61BM → PFO−
DBT:PC61BM → PCDTBT:PC61BM. This also correlates with
bandgap of the composites’ backbones which determines their
main electronic properties. The anisotropy A = D1D

P /D3D
P of

polaron diffusion in copolymer matrices of the above series
first increases from 4.34 × 104 up to 3.19 × 106 and then
decreases down to 2.46 × 104. It follows antibathically the
respective distribution function of the trap energy described
above. This feature may be due to the effect on the Q1D spin
dynamics of the presence of spin traps in these composites
with differently disordered ambipolar matrices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The obtained results evidence the advantages of the cw LEPR
method in the study of the spin-assisted processes carried out
in ser ia l narrow-bandgap copolymer composites
F8T2:PC61BM, PFO−DBT:PC61BM, and PCDTBT:PC61BM
with electron-withdrawing and electron-donating subunits. It
was clearly demonstrated an expectable initiation of mobile
positively charged polarons and negatively charged methano-
fullerene radical anions on adjacent layers upon their
irradiation with near-infrared, visible, and ultraviolet light. A
significant difference was found in the relaxation, dynamics,
and interaction of these charge carriers with their micro-
environment. Some of these carriers transfer a charge through
BHJ of composites to electrodes, while the main polarons are

captured by deep spin traps formed in these systems due to
their disordering. The formation in the composites of deep
traps changes the energy levels of spin excitations, originates
the dependence of the energy conversion efficiency on the spin
state and the lattice phonon energy. Once the energy of the
lattice phonons increases, some part of so immobilized
polarons can be realized out of these traps subsequently
recombine with oppositely charged charge carriers. So, the
recombination process in the samples can be interpreted in
terms of the multistep trapping-detrapping of polarons in their
backbone. The charges in the F8T2:PC61BM and PFO−
DBT:PC61BM composites recombine in terms of bimolecular,
second order process, whereas geminate recombination in the
PCDTBT:PC61BM BHJ follows the first order. The introduc-
ing of the benzothiadiazole subgroup between the thiophene
subgroups during the transition from F8T2 backbone to PFO−
DBT one does not noticeably change the mechanism of carrier
recombination in the corresponding composite. On the other
hand, replacing the dioctylfluorene subgroup with a carbazole
subgroup during the transition from PFO−DBT to PFOTBT
significantly decreases the order of recombination of polarons
with methanofullerene radical anions. Such a change in the
mechanism of charge recombination can occur as a result of a
variation in the composite ordering. The anisotropy of the
polaron dynamics increases at the former transition by
approximately 2 orders of magnitude and then decreases
down at the PFO−DBT → PCDTBT replacement to the
initial value. Such an effect may be originated due to the
different ambipolarity of backbones of these copolymer
composites. The sensitivity of the main parameters of charge
carriers to their interaction with the other spin ensembles or/
and lattice phonons can be used to create elements of
molecular electronics and spintronics with spin-assisted
characteristics. Because polarons and methanofullerene-radical
anions act as intrachain and interlayer nanoscopic spin probes,
respectively, the methodology described provides the oppor-
tunity for direct and easy screening in details of spin-assisted
electronic processes carrying out in analogous organic
multispin polymer systems.
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